We discuss a realistic supersymmetric SU (6) grand unified theory with the GUT flat direction being lifted by soft supersymmetry breaking, and the doublet-triplet splitting being achieved with Higgs as a pseudo-Goldstone boson. The theory offers a simple solution to the false vacuum and monopole problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The doublet-triplet splitting (D-T) problem and the origin of the unification scale are the outstanding problems of grand-unification. Both of them seem to cry for low energy supersymmetry which, miraculously enough, leads automatically to the unification of couplings [1] [2] [3] [4] and dynamical generation of electroweak scale [5] .
Among various proposals to understand the lightness of the Higgs doublets, the mechanism that stands out is based on the beautiful idea of Higgs being pseudo-Goldstone boson of some accidental global symmetry [6] [7] [8] [9] . A particular simple realization of this scenario is realized in an SU (6) GUT with an anomalous U(1) symmetry [10] .
On the other hand the most elegant mechanism for generating the GUT scale seems to be based on the idea of flat directions [11] , often naturally present in supersymmetric gauge theories. These flat directions are lifted after supersymmetry breaking and their large vevs can be traced to the logarithmic running of coupling constants and masses.
In this paper we show how these appealing scenarios can be married in a completely realistic grand unified model. We then discuss a solution to the monopole problem in such theories and also a solution to the problem of false vacua in supersymmetric GUTs.
II. A PROTOTYPE MODEL
Before presenting a realistic theory we wish to discuss the generic features of the lifting of flat directions. The simplest GUT example is based on SU(6) gauge symmetry with the adjoint representation Σ and the following superpotential:
The absence of the mass term is simply a desire to determine masses dynamically and can be accounted by an appropriate R symmetry. It is clear that the direction
is a flat direction since it disappears from the superpotential. It is also clear that this can only work in SU(2n) theories and thus not in SU (5) . In this scenario one imagines the soft terms to originate at the Planck scale and to be positive as in the simplest models of supergravity. As in the MSSM the Higgs mass can change the sign [5] and due to the larger number of fields this can now happen close the GUT scale M GU T of the order 10 16 GeV [12] [13] [14] [15] .
To complete the symmetry breaking down to the standard model the minimal set of Higgs scalars is a fundamental (H) and antifundamental (H) representation. This can be achieved by nonrenormalizable terms in the superpotential or through D-terms. The latter case is preferred if one wants to avoid the introduction of arbitrary mass terms. An appealing possibility is to have H =H as a flat direction, but the trouble is the absence of enough running to change the sign of the soft mass terms. The way out is to introduce an extra (anomalous) gauge U(1) symmetry, under which H andH are charged. A nonzero Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term then forces nonvanishing (and equal) vevs for H andH.
What about doublet-triplet splitting? Interestingly enough, it is achieved, but it ends up being a disaster: the SU(2) doublets are superheavy, while the colour triplets are light. Namely, if you do not couple H andH to Σ, the F part of the potential has enlarged global symmetry SU(6) Σ × SU(6) H,H . Let us imagine that Σ first gets a vev, breaking the local SU(6)→SU(3)×SU(3)×U(1). It is easy to see that all the particles of Σ (except the flat direction σ) become superheavy. Now, let us trigger the vevs of H andH so that we break one of the two remaining SU(3)'s down to SU(2). The doublet components of H andH are obviously eaten by the corresponding gauge bosons, so that only the triplet components of SU (3) The above example shows that it seems to be easier to find flat directions than to achieve natural doublet-triplet splitting. Therefore we now focus our attention on the model of D-T splitting which works and look for the implementation of flat directions.
III. A REALISTIC THEORY
What we learned in the previous example is that is not good to break SU(3) down to SU(2) with H andH, since the doublets get eaten and the SU(3) triplets remain light. We need SU(3) triplets to be eaten, and this can happen naturally when SU(4) is broken down to SU (3) . In fact this is what Dvali and Pokorski do: they break SU(6) down to SU(4)×SU(2)×U(1) through the vev of Σ. At the next stage H andH break SU(4), which as we said, makes the SU(3) triplets eaten and allows for the doublets to be light. A simple counting of Goldstone bosons demonstrates that the doublets are really light.
Of course, the order of symmetry breaking is irrelevant for the above arguments; if anything in supersymmetry one prefers to go through the SU(5) stage, i.e. to have first H andH develop vevs (or simultaneously with Σ).
It is easy to achieve the desired symmetry breaking [10] ; it is enough to choose the complete superpotential for Σ:
One of the degenerate vacua is then
The question of course is how to make it flat. The simplest possibility is to promote m into a dynamical variable, i.e. a singlet field S. The trouble is that F S = 0 will make σ vanish. Of course one can add a cubic self-interaction for S, but the equations F Σ = F S = 0 over determine the system, forcing again the vevs to vanish. Notice that we are not allowed to introduce quadratic terms with our philosophy of generating masses dynamically.
We see then that unfortunately the prize for achieving both the flatness and D-T splitting is to double the number of adjoints. Again, at least one singlet is needed in order to avoid the minimum to be in the SU(3)×SU(3) direction.
The most general superpotential without any explicit mass parameter for two adjoints A and B and a singlet S is
Since both A and B must be in the SU(4)×SU(2)×U(1) direction, clearly one of them can be chosen to vanish, say B = 0, while the other must be proportional to the vev of S. The supersymmetric minimum is then determined by
from which the most general superpotential which allows flat directions in the right symmetry breaking chain is
The nonrenormalization theorem in supersymmetry guarantees the preservation of (7) to all orders in perturbation theory. A lover of symmetries may however still be uneasy knowing that there is no symmetry which is consistent with (7). She can then set λ B = 0 as in [12] [13] [14] . This is a disaster for the gauge coupling unification since both (4, 2) and (4, 2) from B remain light. It is essential that both λ A and λ B are kept nonzero. This is the very minimal model which achieves the desired aim. Our lover of symmetries can then add another singlet S ′ and choose say the following superpotential
The global symmetries of this superpotential are a U(1) R-symmetry and a Z 7 discrete symmetry with charges (1, 1, 1, 1) and (2, 3, 2, 1), respectively, for (A, B, S, S ′ ), which forbids all other terms. Note that in the models described here, as in any other model with flat directions, one has to assume that the nonrenormalizable terms are either absent or appear in higher orders. In all honesty, having extra global symmetries, as in the last example, does not help in this sense.
The theory can be made completely realistic with the proper inclusion of light matter superfields. This is discussed at length in [16] .
Few words are in order regarding the determination of the < A > which defines the GUT scale. Since the couplings λ A,B,S are not known, the GUT scale cannot be determined from the first principles. However, since the number of fields in A and B is large compared to the situation in the MSSM, it is not surprising, that the running from M P l down may be speeded up enough in order to flip the sign of the soft mass of the flat direction around the gut scale. Furthermore, A is also coupled to matter fields [16] and this can only help. For more details on similar models see [12] [13] [14] [15] .
IV. COSMOLOGICAL ISSUES: THE MONOPOLE PROBLEM AND THE PROBLEM OF THE FALSE VACUUM
Besides the well known monopole problem, SUSY GUTs are also plagued by the problem of the false vacuum. Namely, normally one gets a set of degenerate vacua which includes the unbroken one. At sufficiently high temperature the unbroken vacuum becomes the global minimum and the large barrier between the vacua prevents the tunneling to our world [17] .
The theories with flat directions offer a natural solution to both of these problems. First, the monopole problem. The point is remarkably simple [18] [19] [20] [21] : the critical temperature of the GUT phase transition becomes very small and the usual Kibble [22] mechanism production gets suppressed. On top of that, the phase transition is of the first order and the number of monopoles gets much more suppressed. For a small flat direction σ (<< T ) the one-loop high temperature correction to the effective potential is
where N is proportional to the degrees of freedom to which σ is coupled and α is positive. In the opposite limit, when σ >> T , ∆V T ≈ exp(−c|σ|/T ) (c > 0), i.e. in this limit σ is coupled only to superheavy fields (>> T ) and thus is out of thermal equilibrium. Thus, for sufficiently high T the σ = 0 minimum wins and the symmetry is restored just as in the case with no flat directions [23] [24] [25] . Since the energy difference between the σ = 0 and σ = M GU T vacua is only of order m 1/2 ≈ 10 10 − 10 11 GeV . If the phase transition was of the second order, the ratio between the energy of monopoles and baryons today would be approximately
for the GUT monopoles with a mass of the order 10 17 GeV. Clearly, even if this was true, the number of monopoles would be small enough not to be in conflict with cosmology. At first glance, the usual curse of grandunification would be turned into the blessing: monopoles could be the dark matter of the universe.
Unfortunately, in our case the phase transition is of the first order and the monopole production is strongly suppressed (see for example [26, 27] ).
Of course, all this is relevant if we do manage to tunnel into our world. In a sense, we are saying that the solution to the false vacuum problem automatically resolves the monopole problem. The quasi flat direction may imply no barrier at all and so no problem whatsoever. However, this is in principle model dependent. Also, it is conceivable that the production of monopoles happens only after the false vacuum stops being a local minimum, i.e. for T c ≈ m 3/2 . Obviously, the number of monopoles could then be completely negligible, similar to the case of inflation 1 . A more careful study of these issues is on its way.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In short, the SU(6) × U(1) A theory discussed here achieves the determination of the GUT scale through the lifting of the flat direction after supersymmetry breaking. Also, it allows for a simple solution of the doublet-triplet splitting problem with the Higgs being a pseudo-Goldstone boson of an accidental global symmetry.
Furthermore, independently of when the inflation takes place and what the reheating temperature is, the theory is free from the monopole and false vacuum problems.
